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SuperPinger (Updated 2022)

SuperPinger is a useful ping software designed to detect and monitor multiple IPs at the
same time and send notification messages when their state changes. SuperPinger (Quick
Ping Monitor) is able to do two things: 1. Watch states of network line / server / switch /
router / work station / other IP devices. As soon as network line break or IP device troubles
occur, SuperPinger will soon (within seconds) send warning signals (email, message or
sound ) and run specified programs. The related state will also be stored in LOG files. This
function is especially important for a company which owns hundreds of network lines(E1,
SDH, DDN, FR, X.25 and so on) /servers. When there exist several lines between a branch
and headquarters, usually the communication will not break even only one line works
normally. Under the above situation,it is very difficult to check the status of backup line, if
backup line breaks and is not recovered instantly, it could not take over communication
when main line breaks too,which could result in communication breakup. So for any
company even with multi-lines, checking the present status of backup line is very important.
With SuperPinger, You can watch the remote peer's IP address of these lines from the
center, when one line break, SuperPinger will send warning signals to administrators within
seconds. 2. Watch IP address situation of one or more network address segments and
ON/OFF information of computers. SuperPinger is able to add a block of IP address (as many
as 65536 continuous IP address) one time. You can add all the IP address you want to watch
to SuperPinger, and find which IP address are used and which IP address are free, and find
when computers are ON or OFF. SuperPinger(registered edition) is able to watch thousands
of IP device (number limited only by CPU capability), and send ping detections to all
targeted IP device simultaneously and receive responses without affect each other. All
actions of detecting and receiving are carried out simultaneously, which is much better than
traditional in-turns method which usually result in long interval-time when there are too
many IP devices to be watched. Each watching job can be displayed through graphs, stating
: max/min/avg, TTL, lost rate etc. SuperPinger Description: SuperPinger is a useful ping
software designed to detect and monitor multiple IPs at the same
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Watch states of network line / server / switch / router / work station / other IP devices. When
network line break or IP device troubles occur, SuperPinger will soon (within seconds) send
warning signals (email, message or sound ) and run specified programs. The related state
will also be stored in LOG files. This function is especially important for a company which
owns hundreds of network lines(E1, SDH, DDN, FR, X.25 and so on) /servers. When there
exist several lines between a branch and headquarters, usually the communication will not
break even only one line works normally. Under the above situation, it is very difficult to
check the status of backup line, if backup line breaks and is not recovered instantly, it could
not take over communication when main line breaks too,which could result in
communication breakup. So for any company even with multi-lines, checking the present
status of backup line is very important. With SuperPinger, You can watch the remote peer's



IP address of these lines from the center, when one line break, SuperPinger will send
warning signals to administrators within seconds. SuperPinger - Rcvd SuperPinger - Recvd
SuperPinger - Sent SuperPinger - Time SuperPinger - Reset SuperPinger - Byt SuperPinger -
The total number of IP addresses registered. SuperPinger - Latency: The average time
required to send/receive a packet. SuperPinger - Out of range: The amount of time a node's
IP address is outside of the range covered by the network. SuperPinger - Lost: The amount
of packets lost in transit. SuperPinger - Current IP Address (IP1-64): This report provides an
overview of the current network settings of all IP addresses registered in SuperPinger.
SuperPinger does not track IP addresses. SuperPinger - Current IP Address (IP1-65): This
report provides an overview of the current network settings of all IP addresses that belong
to the "IP1-65" group. SuperPinger - Current IP Address (IP1-66): This report provides an
overview of the current network settings of all IP addresses that belong to the "IP1-66"
group. SuperPinger - Current IP Address (IP1-67): This report provides an overview of the
current network settings of all IP addresses that belong to 2edc1e01e8
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Space Trip 3D Screensaver is a wonderful and fun screensaver that will take you to the
wonderful 3D Space Trip, a travel to the far space and meet with aliens and many other
creatures in 3D space, is a space trip that you can take with Subbotin Live Bookmarks
Helper Free is a helpful software tool to simplify the bookmarks process for you by creating,
deleting, updating or searching bookmarks directly from the Windows Explorer. It supports
Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Chrome, Internet Explorer and Safari as well. Subbotin Live
Bookmarks Helper has various functions: 1. Add/edit bookmarks 2. Navigate bookmarks 3.
Search bookmarks 4. Add, edit, rename, delete bookmarks from the list 5. Create, move, edit
and delete folders from the bookmarks list 6. Create, move, edit and delete shortcuts to the
bookmarks list 7. Synchronize bookmarks with the local copy of the database file 8. Search
for bookmarks on the internet 9. Change sub-domain 10. Re-organize the list of bookmarks
11. Clear the list of bookmarks 12. Reset the list of bookmarks 13. Create, move, edit and
delete links to the bookmarks list 14. Create, move, edit and delete links to the bookmarks
list 15. Synchronize the list of links to the local copy of the database file 16. Show bookmarks
in the list 17. Navigate bookmarks 18. Change current tab 19. Switch to the new tab 20.
Show the taskbar with the current tab's name 21. Find the tab 22. Close tab 23. Open file 24.
Open new tab 25. Start the download 26. Stop the download 27. Open the website using the
tab 28. Open new tab in new browser window 29. Close window 30. Open new browser
window 31. Search for the bookmark 32. Add to favorites 33. Pin to start menu 34. Remove
from favorites 35. Open link in a new tab 36. Open link in new window 37. Go to the folder
38. Go to the website 39. Go to the folder 40. Go to the website 41. Go to the folder 42. Go to
the website 43. Find the bookmark 44. Close all windows 45.
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What's New in the SuperPinger?

* Watch states of network line / server / switch / router / work station / other IP devices. As
soon as network line break or IP device troubles occur, SuperPinger will soon (within
seconds) send warning signals (email, message or sound ) and run specified programs. The
related state will also be stored in LOG files. * Watch IP address situation of one or more
network address segments and ON/OFF information of computers. * Add a block of IP
address (as many as 65536 continuous IP address) one time. * You can add all the IP address
you want to watch to SuperPinger, and find which IP address are used and which IP address
are free, and find when computers are ON or OFF. * SuperPinger is able to watch thousands
of IP device (number limited only by CPU capability), and send ping detections to all
targeted IP device simultaneously and receive responses without affect each other. All
actions of detecting and receiving are carried out simultaneously, which is much better than
traditional in-turns method which usually result in long interval-time when there are too
many IP devices to be watched. Each watching job can be displayed through graphs, stating
: max/min/avg, TTL, lost rate etc. Setup Information: 1) Let's start with downloading and
installing SuperPinger(Can be downloaded from Google or some download sites) 2)
Installation tutorial: A) Double click to install. B) Open Start -> Run -> type in " %appdata%
C) Find the folder named " SuperPinger ". Click OK. D) Copy the contents of "SuperPinger"
folder to C:\Documents and Settings\yourUserName\Application Data\SuperPinger 3) Now
download and install the SuperPingerSetup(Can be downloaded from Google or some
download sites). 4) Launch SuperPingerSetup. 5) To setup SuperPinger, follow the
instruction. Pre-Requisites: * Reboot computer after setup. 1) Open the folder in which you
installed SuperPinger (mine is C:\ProgramData\SuperPinger). 2) Open
"SuperPingerSettings.ini" file. 3) Find line that reads as "SMTPHost = mail.yourEmail"
Change "mail.yourEmail" to SMTP Host Name(Eg: mail.companyName.com) 4) Now change
"mail.yourEmail" to "SMTPHost = mail.companyName.com" This means SMTP host name
should have the format "mail.companyName.com" 5) Save the file and click OK. 6) Finish
setting up email settings. 1) Open the folder in which you installed SuperPinger (mine is
C:\ProgramData\SuperPinger). 2) Open "SuperPingerSettings.



System Requirements For SuperPinger:

Operating System: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 (2.4 GHz or equivalent),
AMD A8-3850 (1.9 GHz or equivalent), or equivalent (for later additions) Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 660 / ATI HD 7850 (1GB VRAM) DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 2 GB available space Network: Broadband Internet connection The Dark
Brotherhood features an immersive new world that allows for
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